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Profile:

This-Week:
· Trulov~ reflect$ on terms as mayor .
• page /
Pink und.e.rwear sought .••.•.•••..• ·••.•• page- 7.
Eagle ten,,is preview • . . • . • • .
• page 16

For the_record:
U. Hawaii Prof. Geoffrey
Ashton has found high IQ
tests seem to correlate with
bad vision, because students'
brains grow as they reada lot,
thus causing neural developments that can alter the brain ~s
visual functions.

Tamara Broker
uses her art to
break the
secretarial routine. See page 6.

Increase in
stereo thefts
worries police
by .Jess Walter

A

Photo by Steve Wilson

Basketball
Fever

The Eastern Eagle offers a bit of entertainment to two basketball fans. The men's squad upped its season
record to 17-7 with an 85-82 overtime victory over Weber State last Monday. See story page 9.

Draft 6 launches Eastern
one step closer to 2000
by Chris LeBlanc
Associate Editor

The EWU 2000 Preplanning
committee has completed guidelines to be followed in planning
the future of the university
throughout the next 14 years .
The task of the preplanning
committee, which came into existence in October of 1985, was to
outline a direction to be taken in a
concerted planning effort de·
signed to identify missions and
goals for the university through
the year 2000, and how the
university will achieve these missions and goals.
The planning effort is to begin
next month and is due for final
recommendation to the board of
trustees December of 1987, according to the preplanning committee's final draft, Draft Six,
completed Feb. 8.
The final plan for the university
will be used as a goal ror the
university community to keep in
mind and to strive toward, said

EWU 2000 Preplanning Committee chair Mike Ormsby .
Draft Six provides for one
managing committee, the Steering Committee, and two subcommittees, the subcommittee
on Current States of EWl] and the
Futures Subcommittee . The
three groups will be made up
from representatives of faculty,
students, administrators, classified staff, the Spokane and
Cheney community and Eastern
alumni.
"We (the planning committee)
wanted lo make sure that when it
came time for ( planning) people
didn't feel shut out," said Ormsby.
The Steering committee will
manage and direct the work of
the subcommittees and maintain
communication with the various
constituencies, while coordinating the entire planning effort with
other, more short-term, planning
projects like the biannual update
of the Council for Postsecondary

six-year plan and the Northwest
Association self study, done for
accreditation purposes, that are
d1,1e next year, Ormsby said .
The Subcommittee on Current
Status of EWU will gather data
for the effort. It will be charged
with generating data, opinions
and reports to identify the current state of the university . It will
also solicit input on future and
current problems .
The Futures Subcommittee will
be charged with the actual planning. It will receive reports from
the current status subcommittee
as well as solicit information
from business, government, economic and educational experts as
appropriate. The subcommittee
will also involve the university
community in the process by
arranging seminars and panel
discussions.
The final goal of the Futures
Subcommittee will be to produce
a missions and goals statement
(Continued on page 12)
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Week nd thefts of over $400 in
ste reo quipment from two cars
parked in lot 12 above Woodward
Fi eld . where la t week $880 worth
of equipment was tolen , hav
university poli ce worried .
" It' the sa me method of op ration ," a id Sgt. Verti e Brown of .
th four inci dent . In thr of th
four thefts , the pas eng r sid
windows w re broken. In th
fourth , a door wa left unlock ed .
"We don ' t rea lly ha ve any
leads ," said Brown, " (and ) w
don 't have the per onnel to st p
up the inve ligation."
' \ e try to cover Clot 12 ) a
much a· we ca n on pat rol ," said
Brown . But h says the location ,
at the west end of campu and far
from th mai n traffic flows .
make it a difficult lot to patrol.
Mark L . Hi gg n P arce Hall ,
reported that someone broke into
hi car b tween 10 a .m. Feb . 7
and 11 a .m . F eb . 8, and stole
about $350 worth of stereo equipment. The broken passenger window wa estima ted at $100.
Pa ul Dean , Dressler Hall a s
hi s car was broken into someti me
between 5 p.m. and 11:30 p.m .
Feb . 8. About $69 worth of stereo
equipme nt was taken, according
to Dean , and the passenger window valued at $100, was broken.

Planners approve
proposal to limit
house residents
The Cheney Planning Commission on Monday agreed upon a
proposal which reduces to three
the number of unmarried, unrelated people allowed to live together in a single-family home in
Cheney .
The unanimous deci ·ion came
after more than an hour of debate
from students and landlords who
argued that the ordinance should
be left at its original number . of
five unrelated , unmarried people
allowed to live together .
Before the commission made
its decision, petitions with more
than 200 signatures -were presented by Cheney residents who said
that large groups of people living
together--groups made up mostly
of college students--reduce the
value of surrounding property
beca se of unkept yards and
:.1adequate parking facilities .

" Our experience with large
unsupervised groups has been
pretty miserable ," said Frank
Nichol in support of the proposal.
"The traditional R-1 zone is a
traditional family occupied area .
This is what we thought we
had invested in when we bought
our home."
Chuck Bollinger, a student
living in an R-1 zone with four
other students, said limiting the
number to three would make it
impossible for many students to
pay rent on large houses.
" We live in what I consider a
very nice , affordable , qui e t
house . If I had to move back to
the dorms I would feel like it's an
infringement on my rights ," he
said.
Also opposed to the proposal
(Continued on page 12)
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-Big businesses providing big
bucks for area· universities
by Chad Hutson

News Editor

Area colleges and universities
are getting big bucks from big
businesses through grants and
donations with 1986 looking like a
record-breaking give-away year.
Corporate donations have been
one of the higher education's
ways of getting financial _breaks,
whether through grants or donations of equipment. Area businesses have been involved in
donating for a number of years,
but 1986 seems to show that they
are feeling more generous this
year.
This trend is not just happening
locally. The Council for Financial
Aid to Education reported last
year that the top'500 corporations
in the U.S. gave over $1.6 billion
in 1985. An increase from . the
previous year of almost 16 percent.
Spokane's Hewlett-Packard
gave over $50 million in 1985 to
universities and1colleges and officials say that same amount is
expected this year. ·

Police Report

"We will be in the $45 to $50

million range again this year
with some possible increases,"
said Mack McGraJh,• sight and
communications manager for
Hewlett-Packard.
McGrath said the company has
set aside a special fund for the
community colleges of Spokal}e
because they generally tend to
get overlooked by the board that
decides where the grants are to
go.
"We will review all of the
Northwest schools and decide
from there, but usually the accredited programs, like Eastern 's Business school and Gonzaga 's engineering program, get
most of our attention," McGrath
said.
The business community's motives behind the donations are
many.
Speoial tax breaks for donating
companies is under threat right
now with a tax reform. This
ref~rJJl would severely limit the
number of donations a company
could get a tax break on. Feeling
this break could vanish soon,
businesses may be increasing
donations while they are still able
to.

Another reason is promotion :
Apple computers led the field
for donations a few years •ago
when they gave thousands of
computers to schools with the
hopes that graduates would later
on come back and buy Apples.
Others followed, like IBM, Zenith
and Hewlett-Packard.
"We feel the business community needs to help in the training of
the professionals we will be
choosing in a few years, so we
help by making equipment donations,'' said Byron Anderson,
general · manager of HewlettPackard.
Anderson stated that companies feel a student can learn more
by having state-of-the-art equipment, and that is one of the main
reasons for the donations. "We
also enjoy the tax breaks that go
alol}g with the donations," he
said.
Telecommunications companies were the biggest givers last
year, while the previous year
they were 18th in donations for
education. The target areas for
these companies seem to be
math, computer and science departments.

Tuna fish falls f Fom dorm
A woman walking past Ores- .
sler Hall was narrowly missed by
a 3 1h oz. full can of tuna fish,
according to university police.
The woman was walking down
Elm St. at about 3 p.m . .Feb. 6
when the can landed near her.
She didn't look up in time to see
t- whiMt-floor ·it was thrown from .• Sgt.u.Yert~ Br:ow.n .s aid that alJ.>of
the dorm ~esid~ni ad~isers were
told about the incident, and that

they were keeping their eyes
open.
Also last week, Frederick A.
Barthell .was arrested Jan. 4, for
suspicion of removing and damaging a wheel lock placed on his
car bylhe parking department.
The "boot" had be~n placed on
Barthell's car because he hadn't ·
pai~ outs~{ld~~g, tickets . fie was'
later ch~rged with malicious misohief.

Health care input needed

Sunrise
. NATtJRAL FOODS
504 First Street
Cheney, WA 99004
235-6272
Your Health Is
Our Business,
Naturally!
Nutritional Foods & Snacks - Allergy Foods & Supplements
Body Building Nutrients - Health & Beauty Aids
Complete Lines of Vitamins & Minerals - Diet Aids
Herbs & Teas - Books - Books_, Books

The Student Health Advisory
Committee <SHAC) will be polling Eastern students next week to
help the committee determine
what kind of health care students
want and how much they are
willing to pay for health coverage.
Huan Vu, chairman of the com-.
mittee, said 3,000 students will be
polled--2,500 on campus and 500 at
the Spokane Center. Question-

naires wilJ be distributed during
10 a.m. classes on campus and at
night classes in Spokane on Monday ~nd Thursday.
The questionnaires will address the need for an out-patient
clinic in Cheney, Spokane or on
campus and how much students
would be willing to pay for such a
service if it were offered.
"We .d on't want to take a step
without seeing this through the

Students
can
.

EXPERIENCED• DEDICATED• PRODUCTIVE

·t>ci

7 ~ tfo,.,,.,u

:iv
I

WIGGEN

Served from 11:00 a.m.-1:30 p.m.

Thurs.. Fffl. 11 Toma~ Soup, Gr. C ~ w/P. Chips, Beef Chow
Mein, Deli Bar, White/Wheat Bread, Choco. Chip
Cookies.

~a1nily Planning_

tUNCHEO_N MENU

/:ii.. Fffl.

BRUNCH
Sat.. FdJ. I5
BRUNCH
Sun.. FdJ. 16
BRUNCH
Mon.. FdJ. 17 : Chicken Rice Soup, Hambu~/Fries, Beef/Spanish Casserole, Deli Bar, White/Date Bread, Choco. Chip
Cookies
.

Wat. Fd,. ./9

-r

Mi~trone Soup, Chili, Hot Turkey Sand., Deli Bar,
White & Cornbread. Dutch Brown
Cookies
Vcptable Beef Soup, Pizr.a, Hambuf'ICIIIChipa,. Deli
Bar, White/WW Braid, Brownie.,
·

Students concerned over the
future the summer school funding are now able to voice their
concern to Sen. Jim McDermott
by calling a toll-free number in
Olympia, 1-800-562-6000.
ASEWU President Pat Davidson s~id the number is vital in
measuring the amount of student
concern over the recent move to
eliminate summer school funding
from the university's budget.
"It's important they know how
students, not just faculty and
administrators; feel about funding," he said.
The final ~et prediction is
expected to be released from the
finance department on Feb. 18.
Davidson said there may be
enough money to include the
summer 1e11ion, but he stressed
that doesn't mean people
shouldn't 1tlll call in and voice

"It Makes Sense"

14

Twi. FdJ. 18

voice concerns

TODDC.

A.S.E.W.U. E~EClJiflVE
VICE PAESIIDENiT

I

II

• Day & Evening Hours
• All Birth Control Methods & Supplies
• Community Education
• Pregnancy Testing & Counseling
• Accessible - 3 locations
• Medical & Social Service Referrals
• Confidential, Low•cost services

Call 326-2142 for information or an appointment .

0

eyes of the students," Vu said.
"We need to know if they want
this, if they need this, and, most
of all, if they'll pay for it."
The Student Health Advisory
Committee will meet next on
Feb. 27 at 3 p.m. in the AS office
in the PUB. Vu encouraged the
public to attend and voice any
concerns _or suggestions they
have on the issue of student
health care.

Planned ~Parenthood
of Spokane
W. 521 Garland• Spokane, WA

their 1upport for summer achool
funding .

.. - .
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Scholarships listed-for spring and fall
The Financial Aid and Scholarship Office last week released a
list of scholarships to be awarded
to students for spring and fall
quarters, 1986.
F. H. Knight and
James Rippeteau

The F .H. Knight Scholarship
and the James Rippeteau Scholarship, both for $750, wtll be
awarded to gradua'te students
attending Eastern Spring quarter, 1986. Students applying for
these scholarships must meet the
following criteria :
1. Be attending Eastern as a

full time student Spring quarter,
1986.
2. Have at least a 3.5 GPA in all
studies past the bachelor's degree level.
3. Be admitted to a master's
degree program.
In order to apply for the scholarship, the following materials
must be submitted to the Financial Aid and Scholarship Office
byFeb. 14.
1. Application form.
2. A personal statement of
qualifications with appropriate
supporting documentation.

3. A transcript of recent academic work .
4. Letters of recommendation
from at least two faculty members in the applicant's graduate
program.

General University Scholarship

The fourth annual General Uni versity Scholarship will be
awarded to a student attending
Eastern during Fall quarter,
1986. Students applying for this
$500 scholarship must meet the
following criteria .
1. Be attending Eastern as a

EWU's Trulove appointed to
NW Power Planning Council
by Molly Anselmo
Editor

Tom Trulove likes a challenge,
and one of the most formidable
ones facing him now is helping
shape the future of the Northwest.
An economics professor on
leave from Eastern, Trulove last
month was appointed by Gov.
Booth Gardner to the Northwest
Power Planning Council--the
eight-member board that directs
the workings of the Bonneville
Power Administration.
''This is going to be really
exciting because we're going to
be. dealing with major public
. policy formation--we're dealing
with the future of the Pacific
Northwest .. .It's going to be absolutely fascinating to be involved
in that," he said. "Some of these
issues are frightening. We can
screw up real big, we can have
some real fantastic opportunities."
Trulove tackled another challenge eight years ago when he
was elected mayor of Cheney, a
position he says he originally was
surprised to win.
"The best job in ·elected office
is being mayor of a small town,"
said Trulove. "It's the kind of job
that...you are very active, you
can actually solve problems, you
can fail the same day, and find
out you failed. It's just a lot of
fun ."
One month into his third term
of office, Trulove decided to step
down from the mayor's office
because of a potential conflict
with the two jobs. Because the
Cheney Light Department buys
electricity from the Bonneville
Power Administration, Trulove
felt there could be a potential
conflict of interest--a possibility
he wanted to avoid.
Because the new appointment
will have him traveling between
Olympia, .Spokane and Portland,
the economics professor has taken a leave of absencr.: from his
teaching duties. But, he added, he

will continue to reside in Cheney
and teach some night classes if
his schedule allows him time.
Trulove's experiences as both a
city administrator and university
faculty member gave him the
opportunity to view the relationship between Eastern and the
City of Cheney from both sides,
he said.

university .. .but we never tried to
cultivate any mechanisms to
seek their concerns and search
for their (students'> insights."
''There are -a lot of marginal
improvements that would make
<Cheney) a better place for students to live," Trulove added. "I
saw my third term as chipping
away on those marginal improvements.''
Even though he says he enjoyed. his role as a teacher, Trulove
said his new job will be a
welcome respite from the classroom and will give him new
insights to bring to students when
he does return to the classroom.
"I really enjoy students--1 enjoy the academic world where
there's a give and take of ideas."
said Trulove. "I don't see myself
away from that forever ."

If he could have completed his

third term, one area Trulove says ·
he would have put more emphasis on is opening lines of communication with Eastern students.
"It's always seemed to me that
there was very little connection
between the university students
and the city," he said. "We
worked very hard to try to
develop a working rf!lationship
with the administration of the
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Jesus Loves You
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DOWE!

Fishers o/Men
Bible Book Store
401 First in Cheney!
Tum..S.t

Students planning to 'attend -'>r
currently attending Eastern as a
full time student may apply for
scholarship assistance through
the Dale D. Wilson Educational
Trust. Recipients will receive
awards of not less than $350, but
not more than three-quarters of
undergraduate, resident tuition
($404 ). Most awards are for the
academic year, and are renewable. Approximately 15 of the
scholarships wilJ be awarded for

235-8044 · 9:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

The awards will extend over a
maximum period of three years ,
and will be paid in annual installments ($1 ,500 each the first two
years and $2,000 the third ).

the 1986-87 academic year.
The Wilson trusts are determined on the basis of academic
ability, financial need, person;•}
qualifications, geographic origin
and academic major int~rest.
Special consideration will be given to students majoring in busi-

Deadline for the Coors award is
May 15.
Applications and more information regarding these scholarships are available from Scholarship Administrator Diane Shaw,
SHW 127.
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The Adolph Coors Company is
awarding 52 scholarships of
$5,000 each to sons and daughters
of war veterans . In order to
qualify for the Veterans ' Memorial Scholarship fund , applicants
must be dependents of honorably
discharged servicemen, under 22
years of age and are required to
have completed their freshman
year of college .

1

I• · '· ·

' · Expfl'fls2127l86

R._.. ..

235-5114

z I

Veterans ' Memorial Scholarship

Dale Wilson Educational Trust

Mac:::A · •··' ·

--

ness, psychology, nursing and
education . Deadline for applica tion is March 7, 1986.

full time student Fall quarter,
1986.
2. Have at least a 3.5 cumulative GPA.
3. Be at junior or senior class
standing Fall quarter, 1986.
Application deadline . for this
scholarship is April 18.

place right at home. Call

DELIVERS™
FREE.

~~:;'~~~:=i~~~~dinner,
Valentine's Day! •
Faat, Free Delivery"'

235-2000
1879 - 1st St.
Cheney

Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
,Umlted delivery area.
C1983 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
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Students encouraged
to take active role
in local government
Next Thursday, Eastern students will get their opportunity to
weed out the candidates running for positions on the Associated
Student Council. The importance of taking an active part in student
government has been stressed before, but ·past records of voter
turnout prove how difficult it is to get students interested in
policy-making.
Unfortunately, that apathetic attitude extends to the local
government level as well.
Tom Trulove 1 an Eastern economics professor and former mayor
of Cheney, has viewed. the relationship betw~en the univer~ity an~
the city from both sides. Last week he said one aspect m loca1
government that could be improved upon is communication
between Eastern students and the City of Cheney.
One suggestion to help open lines of communication is to create a
student advisory council that would work with the Cheney City
Council. Many issues tl}e council deals with affect students, and
such a committee could give council members a student's
perspective on some of those issues.
·'
The debate over a recent zoning proposal is a prime example of
how a student advisory committee would serve a useful purpose.
The proposal, which seeks to limit the number of u~rela_ted,
unmarried people (mostly college students) allowed to hve m a
single-family home, ~eems to boil down to an "us and them."
issue--older, long-time residents who w_ant to protect their
neighborhood versus qolle&e students who hve together to save on
expenses.
.
.
.
. .
.
It is the city councll that 'w1ll ultimately decide 1f the propqsal will
go into effect. It's probably safe to say the council will hear.a lot of
input from those residents in favor of the proposal. It's the student
input that will be lackin_g when the council votes on the issue next
month.
·
The problem is that students who do reside in Cheney tend to view
themselves not as Cheney residents, but as out-of-towners who are
here only until they can get a college degree and move on. Also, the
fact that most students J.)8Ck up anq leave for "home" three months
e~~r,y ~\JW~~i:.~c;,nt~iQut~s to thatje,eling of temporary residence.
aut !h~ere are n:ia~y s.t udents who stay ,on after JunE: to work •
an'd/'or attend summer school. It~s these students especially who
could and should have a say in local politics.
A student advisory council would benefi~'both the students and the
city by- establishing an important line of ·c ommunication between
the two.
~
i
Trulove's perception ·of the importance of student input in local
government is clear. Even though he is no longer in office, Trulove
will still reside in Cheney and keep an office on campus, and has
expressed desire to see . that such an advisory committee be
implemented.
Hopefully, new Cheney Mayor Fred Johns wiJJ also realize the
advantages of such a committee, and during his term as mayor will
encourage any civic-minded students who may show an interest in
forming a student advisory committee.

Applicants·sought for
vacant editor's position
The Easterner is seeking applicants for the position of editor to
serve for the remainder of the 1985-86 school year. The new editor
will be selected by the student publications commission during the
first week of March.
Applicants must have newspaper-related experience, preferably
including participation in the journalism courses offered at the
Spokane Center or previous work on a university or weekly
publication.
Duties of the editor include writing, handling The Easterner
budget and managing the newspaper staff. Applications can be
obtained in the Associated Students Office on the third floor of the
PUB, Deadline for applications is Feb. 28.
Applicatµms should be sent through campus mail or delivered to:
Easterner Applications, c/o Grace Callahan, PUB Third Floor.
For further information regarding the vacant position, contact
The Easterner office at 359-6270 or from Spokane, 458-6270.

To the editor ...

B-ball fan responds to criticisms,
Chris LeBlanc's article concerning Eagle
Basketball ( "More than great basketball needed
to entertain adults," Feb. 6) reflected why fan
support hasn't always been up to par. Apathetic
support. Why write an article to boost support for
Eagle basketball and end it with criticism'?
The announcers and the cheerleaders have
been at every game since you were learning your
alphabet. The announcers don't work the games
to make their millions. We do it because Eastern
is a forum for us to learn while we give our time

for Eastern athletics. Not all of us were born
with the talent of the media.
If you give your support for Eastern basketball, then give your full support for all of us
involved. Maybe a few more people would be
motivated to attend the games. Our motivation
does not come from newspaper writers. It comes
from school spirit and dedication. If you spent
more time at the games instead of writing
criticism, you'd know that.
Christopher Murphy
·bask~tball announcer

Management stirs antagonism .
The PUB announced with great fanfare last
Friday that it would offer French-style pasteries
at prices which appeared to undercut their
competition, The Enchanted Forest.
The small vendors survive in the PUB because
they offer a valued product at a fair price with
friendly service. They bring life to a building
which without them would be a dismal place.
Patrons appreciate the small vendors.
When the candy desk charges 15 cents for a
ten-cent box of Red Hots or the food service
charges 65 cents for a rather small soft drink,

they win little loyalty. When the PUB management raises rental fees to small vendors, when
the food service applies its ingenuity to finding
French-style pasteries they hope will drive the
competition out, they rile up a lot of antagonism.
My best advice lo the PUB food service: Offer
valued products at fair prices with friendly
~ervice. Beyond that, if you feel you need a
gimmick, don't try to rip off the vendors--get
yourselves an original idea!
Wayne B. Kraft
EWUFaculty

Student warns of '1984' af EWU
by Maryellen Marzetta
Special to the Easterner

George Orwell in his Politics and The English
Language says that most people would admit
that the English Language is in a bad way, but
it's generally assumed that nothing can be done
about it by conscious action. "Our civilization is
decadent and our language--so the argument
runs--must inevitably share in the general
collapse." "Any struggle against the abuse of
language is a sentimental archaism, like preferring candles to electric lights." He goes on to
say, "Underneath this lies the half-conscious
belief that language is a natural growth and not
an instrument which we shape for our purposes.
. The decline of our language must ultimately
have political and economic causes ...The same
thing happens to the English language. It
becomes ugly and inaccurate because our
thoughts are foolish, but the sloveness of our
language makes it easier for us to have foolish
thoughts."
Today there are people on some campuses
with foolish thoughts who are trying to redefine
.the term "accurate" into an ugly and inaccurate
meaning. The term accurate means correct,
truthful, .factual; it does ·not mean false,
unreliable, fanciful. To be accurate is to present

the warts right along with the good stuff-in our
system and in other systems and societies. To do
the opposite amounts to censoring.
If I am to receive an education in the true
sense of the word, I must be allowed to look at the
warts in my system, and the non-warts in other .
systems. Yet I find that there are some students ·
who are trying to eradicate the warts by not
allowing them to be discussed, and who are qui.t e
angry with those writers (all students) who •
discuss·the ugly little things. I do not know if all
students who are objecting to the discussion of
unpleasant realities are members of Accuracy
In Academia (AJA>, but I am suggesting that
their attitudes are tantamount to censorship,
which is what AIA is proposing, and I am
enrolled in a class this quarter where such
attitudes are present.
• After the conclusion of a humanities class
recently, two students had the following to say
about Dostoevsky's Notes From Underground:
"He should shut up. His speaking out the way he
did; his holding on to those things which
tormented him and caused him to speak oot were
destructive behavior patterns." This student
went on to say, "The healthy person learns how
to suppress such thoughts, and if the person can't
(Colld..a - 11111P ~)

I

'1984' from page 4
suppress them, they at least learn not to put
them on paper."
.
The other person said that the underground
man--like everyone else--has no right telling
anyone else how to live his/her life; that "people
are free to do as they please and see fit."
I asked these people, who benefits the most if
the underground man shuts up? The society that
functions immorally? Who is the most destructive--the underground man for thinking and
speaking, or the people he was speaking out
against--the "action" people as it were, those
who lived their lives without consideration for
the harm they caused others? I also question the
belief that "People are free to do as they
please. " May I suggest that this is a misconception of what "free" means. If there is anyone
who can tell me how one may pull-off living one's
life anyway one wants without harming another,
I hope they will tell me soon so that I may alter
my attitudes . So far I'm at a loss to figure out
that one.
Undoubtedly what most concerned me about
the suggestion that the underground man should
shut up was the attitude that shutting-up is
acceptable. It is my belief that it's only in a
Totalitarian system where people can no longer
disseminate truth because they,' ve been fed only
the nice side, the side they're 'meant to see by
those in charge, that a man is forced to shut up or
is zapped into oblivion. I shudder to think that
our system could possibly become this way.
When we are no longer permitted to see and
discuss the pros and cons of all sides, we cease to
be educated. We become indoctrinated--brain
washed.
Perhaps the precise point of Dostoevsky's
underground man's exaggerated style; of Voltaire's Candide, Orwell's Animal Farm and 1984,
and Huxley's Brave New World serves a purpose
that sometimes evades us: SHOCK! We are
forced to see those things around us which we
become blind and indifferent to through conditioning broug}:lt about by living with them on a

daily basis . This is understandable ; as humans
we arc susceptible to this inevitability. These
authors poke us to make us open our eyes to the
inequities and immoralities of our surroundings.
In short, there is a method to their madness.
If once we've been poked into consciousness
we find that we have some extreme dislikes for
the status quo and we protest against those •
inequities that exist which cause hardships as
ar.e often found for many people, then it is hoped
_that our expressions of dislike and our unwillingness to shut up will not be misconstrued and
misinterpreted. Our expressions are aimed at
the inequities and not at the people who practice
such behaviors. This is an important distinction
to be kept in mind.
I attend classes to get an education and not to
experience a concern for an inability to discuss
pros and cons of all issues, and of all socioeconomic-political systems that exist. Nor do I
attend classes to experience a concern for the
well-being of the professors who allow pros and
cons to be discussed. As long as a person is not
being exploited or used as an experiment without
their permission, then the professor should not
be subject to complaints by students for allowing
dissemination to take place.
I wish to ask the following question of the
young woman who said that the underground
man's behavior was "unhealthy: " By unhealthy,
do I assume correctly that you mean maladjusted? If so, it would mean that well-adjusted
would mean that he should not have reacted
against the inequities and immoralities that
existed. It seems to me that to take such a
standpoint is to say that he should go against the
grain of what the essence of "well-adjusted" as a
human being should be and was meant to be. It's
only in Brave New World and 1984 where people
no longer are able to react. I don't want an ugly
and inaccurate system because our thoughts
become foolish . I want the truth--the warts along
with the good stuff--so that I may accurately
decide when it is I should react.

Deciding whether to commiite
involves. more than convenience

by Kathy Pring

Easterner Staff
Moving out? Cheney or Spokane?

If you've recently decided to
. move out on your own but haven't
been able to figure out exactly
where you want to live, you're not
alone. Many Eastern students
face the ·dilemma of deciding
between the convenience of Cheney and the larger metropolis of
Spokane.
·
To commute or not to commute, that is the question. Because Spokane is conveniently
located near Cheney, more than
half of Eastern's students commute every day. But is this cost
efficient?
Real estate agents from both
cities agree that generally rents
will be higher in Cheney because
of the demand for locations close
to campus .
The James S. Black agency,
managing the Parkview Apartments in Cheney · and several
other rentals in Spokane, quoted
rents as low as $165 for a onebedroom apartment in the downtown area of Spokane compared
to the one-bedrooms at the Park\>iew !?tarting at around $171 per
month.
Hilton Realty is the only firm
located in Cheney that handles
apartment rentals. Rents range
from $90 to $235 for studios
dept:nding on size, location, and
any extras.
The James T. Bertis agency in
Spokane does not manage any
apartments in Cheney but they do
rent to several EWU students in
Spokane. They point out that
often students get together and
rent houses to save money. Bertis' three-bedroom houses start at
around $550 per month.

A spokesman from th~ Bertis
agency-says she feels the convenience of the location is the key
factor in some of the higher
rentals in Cheney .
Dale Lamphere of the Cheney
Chamber of Commerce and also
a student at Eastern pointed out
that although Cheney rents are
higher in some areas, the cheaper rents in Spokane are often due
to less desirable locations such as
high-crime areas and the poorer
areas on the outskirts of downtown. He feels that if apartments
of similar quality were compared, rents in Spokane would be
just as high as rents in Cheney-sometimes higher.
Lamphere also points out that
in some cases summer rents in
Cheney are proportioned down
for the students who want to stay
or apartments are held by deposits for the students who plan to
return in the fall . He feels that the
Cheney landlords are willing to
work with Eastern students and
give them a break.
But even if a student does pay a
·little bit more for living close to
campus, would the convenien~e
outweigh the seemingly high
rent?
While it is not impossible to get
a job in Cheney, Spokane, with a
much larger business district,
has many more job opportunities.
Cheney's former Mayor Tom
Trulove admits that since Cheney
is not as large as Spokane there
simply aren't as many fast food
and service-oriented jobs available.
But if an Eastern student does
intend on making Cheney a " permanent" home--at least for the
time being--they have a much
better chance of snagging a job

from an employer looking for
more steady help.
Often the jobs the University
offers are given to work study
students so that option isn't always open. So, theoretically,
Eastern students living in_Cheney
could have the same coµimuting
costs as those living in Spokane ...
but they would be commuting to
work.
Commuting costs are fairly
reasonable, however. STA offers
unlimited rides on their buses for
$24 per month for students wishing to go that route.
To commute the 32 miles by car
is another possibility. Both Bill's
Fills in Cheney and Chevron in
Spokane quoted gas prices at
$1.09 per gallon for regular.
Chevron commented that comaring gas prices is almost impossible considering the price
wars going on now. The spokeswoman said that generally price
ranges depend on the supplier.
Parking passes at Eastern run
from $15 to $21.50 per quarter or a
student can take advantage of the
free, but sometimes out-of-theway,·parking areas the University offers.
Unless a ·-Spokane employer
offers free parking to employees,
a student would be limited to
parking on side streets, on a
meter, or in one of the commercial lots.
But there is · more to this
comparison than renting and
commuting costs. Even a student
has to eat.
Costs of in-store brands were
compared between the Safeway
in Cheney and the Safeway in the
Spokane Valley. Cheney's list
(continued on page
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op-ed
Walter's
Words
JFK designed for fun

by Jess Walter

Associate News Editor

The really , really important big-cheese type people here at EWU
have asked me to put together a simple, yet easy guide to finding
materials in the John F. Kennedy Library . .
They asked me because they were familiar with my writing ,
what am good, and simple, yet easy to read.
THE EASY GUIDE TO THE LIBRARY
THE BASEMENT

Let's start in the basement. That's where the food is . Many of the
books in the basement are classified in the Dewey decimal system .
Don't be intimidated, that's simply so the shelvers can say " Dewey
put it here , or dewey put it there? " and then run naked through the
aisles giggling. If you get bored in the basement you can have a
contest to find a book that has been checked out in this decade. But
be careful if you have asthma, pulling books out of those shelves
can be dusty.
They also keep the government documents in the basement.
"Joyful ~ntertainment" one student said to me as he looked up
happily from a 1947 Department of Agriculture study on
"evapatransporation among the sturdy grains." Sometimes it's so
fun it's scary. Bring a date some time.
THE MAIN FLOOR

This is where they keep the Library of Congress A-N books .
Library of Congress listings are easy to find . Just look up the book
you want to find in the card catalog. It will say something like: BN
1342C536.643 F 239.23C3432 SpC. That's the call number. Now walk
through the library calling that number. What could be easier?
The reference section is on the main floor too. But try to find a
regular dictionary. They have plenty of Neurological Disease
Dictionaries, and Existential Turkish Literature Dictionaries, but
try to find one to look up "Existential."
THE SECOND FLOOR

.

. '.ftiEt Libi:ary o.f. _Congr~ss p.:z bc?<>ks are on tbe second 'flobt.~The
P's are the biggest because they· stand lot·,. of cour-se, Jitet ature.
The Q's are, naturally, computer sciences, and the Z's stand for
material on libraries. Of course it would be stupid to put library
materials in the L's and computer science in the C's. Those
congressmen are obviously brighter than you .~nd I.
Something called the Student Library Center is on the second
floor too. It used to be in the basement, but students kept running
· off to the government documents. The Student Library Center has
lots of paperback books but rarely any students.
The periodicals are also on the second floor . They have Potato
Farmer Journal and Insect Repellant Weekly up there. Now you
can cancel your subscriptions.
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EWU receptionist lives
'alter ego' as artist
by Jodi Yancer

Special to the Easterner

By day, she is a mild-mannered
receptionist at EWU Spokane
Center , answering the phone and
performing secretarial tasks she
described as "not very fulfilling." But by night, she is an
artist, one of those people that the
dictionary defines as "a person
pre-eminent in a creative field."
But Webster 's does little justice
to Tamara Broker, a 29-year-old
graduate of The School of the Art
Institute of Chicago. She is creative both in her art and with her
life.
"I don't conform well to the
things our society emphasizes,''
she explained. "At my age, people would say I should be settled
down ... maybe the nine to five
role, but that's not me." As a
painter, her work does not necessarily follow a rigid schedule, but
she draws and paints at least
three times a week, whether she
feels inspired or not.
Her inspiration comes from her
travels and religious background. Her parents, both ministers, took the family to Mexico
fot one month each year, for 11
years. They shared the Gospel
..vith Mexican people, moving
from village to village and
periencing a different way of life.
"Traveling with my family in

ex-

Mexico was the best education
I've hever had, " Broker said .
"The people had so little, but they
were happy .. .they always had
smiles on their faces. "
She still travels a lot. Working
as a recruiter for the Art Institute, she's been to Atlanta, Philadelphia , Omaha , Milwaukee, and
Portland talking to high school
students interested in pursuing a
career in fine art. She enjoys
meeting young artists and the
traveling has a direct influence
on her own work. "I'm very
spontaneous," she said. "I want
my work to keep changing or I'll
become stagnant ... and traveling
is my way of preventing that.''

''At my age,

people would
say I should
be settled
down"
She supports herself by -working at EWU and recruiting for the
Art Institute, but she f?Upplements her income through art
shows. She has cun four shows:
one in Chicago, 1one in Detroit,
and two in Spokane. Her fifth
show, currently
Club Ru Red
at P~cific and BrQwn in Spokane,
will run through Feb. 14. She has

at

~~~~~~~~~2'.a~~~~~~~~~

Bill's
Tavern
HAPPY HR.
5-7 M-Thur

For All Your Favorite Beverages!

sold three paintins, one drawing ,
and several prints in the past.
" I paint because it fulfills my
need to create, therefore it is
difficult to put a price on something that comes from my heart.
Besides, if you go into art just to
make money, you're going to
become bitter," she said.
Broker graduated in 1983 from
the Art Institute where she also
learned about the business side
of being an artist. galleries limit
an artist according to time and
space available to show a "body"
of work. She explains that a body
of art usually runs between seven
and ten pieces that are similarly
composed as a theme.
Although showing and selling
her art is important, in the future
she is considering using her
education to become an art therapist. "As an art therapist, I would
work with the sick, the mentally
retarded, or juvenile delinquents," she said. She is considering going back to school to get
a master's degree in fine art,
which is necessarf to become an
art therapist. She has some experience in this field already.
Working at the Excelsior Youth
Center in Spokane, she was able
to use art in an indirect approach
to gain insight and understanding
of a child's mental health.
"I would ask a gr.oup of kids to
draw a self-portrait. Maybe one
kid would draw his picture without a head, or another without
eyes. You can interpret the
work," she explained. "It may
reveal mistreatment by parents
or other problems that may
affect how a child feels about

Tamara Broker
himself."
As an art therapist she would
work through a hospital. She
especially enjoys working with
young adults, feeling that this age
group is challenging but not so set
in their ways that therapy doesn't
produce some positive results. ·
Being an art therapist would
mean settling down and right now
Broker isn 'f ready to do th.a t. She
plans to leave for Europe at lhe
end of March. She and a. friend
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are going to leave Spokane with
their back-packs, head down the
California coast, and eventually
make their way to Chicago to
work temporarily and save money. They will then leave for
Europe to travel and work for a
month or so before ending up at a
friend's house on one of the Greek
Islands . " I don't know how long
I'll be ther.e," Broker said. "Who
knows, maybe I'll find my niche
and stay. Whatever happens, the
traveling, experiencing different
cultures will have a profound
impact on my work."

Europe is only the beginning of
the overseas travel that Tamara
wants to do . ·She also hopes to
visit the Middle East, India, and
Africa. But as an artist, she
balances the part of her that's a
"wandering spirit" with the part
that's a disciplined worker. Her
curiosity and spontaneous attitude is what allows her art to
grow and change.
She believes that "where it
looks comfortable, you have tp
step out into the darkness. It will
light up ... something always
comes yotsf' way.''
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KEWC· Scavenger Hunt
kicks off next weekend
a good sea venger hunt tor
months, but they just aren 't
available. You feel like you're
missing out on a integral part of
the university experience, right
up there with drinking a case of
beer single handedly and throwing up.
Well relief is here. The KEWC
First Annual Scavenger Hunt is
taking place from 9 a.m . Feb. 21,
to 9 a.m. Feb. 22, with clues being
broadcast on KEWC 89.9 FM.
Entry for~s are available in
The Easterner or in Room 105 in

by Eric Albrecht
Features Editor

Pink, lacy wome.n's underwear. A copy of "Fear and
Loathing in Las Vegas." Purple
sneakers. A salt shaker shaped
like a fish .
What do these items have in
common, besides being things
that are laying around my living
room? They could be items in a
scavenger hunt. Sure, you've
probably been looking around for
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· ThurscJay, February 13
EWU Wrestling: (WSU), 8p.m., PAV.
Friday, February 14

the RTV Building. The scavenger
hunt requires a team of four or
five members and there is an
entry fee of $10 per team. Entry
deadline is 5 p.m., Feb. 17.
Prizes for the scavenger hunt
include pizza, video movies, and
gift certificates to various Cheney businesses.
So save drinking that beer for
another weekend. A scavenger
hunt is a lot more healthy and it is
part of the ever-popular university .experience that your parents
are sending you to school for.

Presidents' Holiday: No Classes <Holiday for faculty and students
only).
..
EWU Open Men's Tennis Tournament: All Day, Fieldhouse.
Movie: "Love at First Bite," 8 p.m., SHW Aud. Admission :
students--$!, general--$2.
,
Saturday, February 15_

EWU Open Men's Tennis Tournament: Fieldhouse, All Day.
Women's Basketball: (Portland State), 7:30p.m. atPortland.
Movie: "Love at First Bite," 8 p.m., SHW Aud. Admission:
students--$!, general--$2.
Recital: David Mintz, 8 p.m., MBRH.
Cheney High School Sweetheart Dance, Tawanka South Dining Hall.
Suhday,Februaryl6

Moyie: "Love at First Bite," 8 , p.m ., SHW Aud·. Amission:
students $1, general-$2.
Monday, February 17

Men's Basketball: (Montana St.), 6:30p.m.,at Bozeman.
Tuesday,February18

,Film and panel: "Mothe_rhoodis a Sacred Choice," noon, MON 114.
ASEWU: ,3to6p.m.', PUB CC.

Black History Month Banquet
announces keynote speaker
Mona Bailey, assistant superintendent of instruction for Washington, will be the keynote speaker at Eastern Washington University's ."3lack History Month
Banquet. The banquet, sponsored
by the Black Education Program
and the Black Student Union at
Eastern, will be held Friday,
Feb. 22 at 6:30 p.m . in Spokane's
Ridpath Hotel.
The observance of Black History Month was established in
1926 to neutralize the apparent
ignorance and deliberate distor-

, Wednesday, February 19

Men;s Basketball: (w. Washington), 7:30p.m., PAV.
.
Thursday, February 20
WiAA:AA State Wrest.ling '.four:nament: 9 a.Pl. to 10 p.m., PAV.
Film: "Behil)d'tl)~ Veil: Nuns," noon to2 p.m., MON 114..
Spotlight Series: "Music Times Three," faculty artists, 8 p.m.,

M$RH. ,·

tion of black history, said Philicia
Wilson of Eastern's Black Education Progr,am.
T_he month's activities throughout the Inland Empire are in
celebration of the collective ingenuity, creativity and contributions of the masses of Black
people to America and the entire
human civilization, she added.
For more information on the
Black History Month Banquet
and reservations, call the Black
Education Program at 458-6276.

:.!··

1808 Second St. Cheney (next to Jarms Hardwarel

Mona Bailey
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First, you can apply for an Army
ROTC scholarship. It covers tuition,
books, and supplies, and pays you
up to $1,000 each school year it's
in effect.
But even if you 're not a
scholarship r~cipient, ·1'/?Ji
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last two years in
the program.
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For more
information,
contact Cpt.
Bruce Hilling
in Cadet Hall
at 359-6104 or
call toll-free
from Spokane
458-6288.
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Be prepared to experience...
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!f:t\eTop ·2o' is _a weeklyfeatt'.lre in The -)!;astei:n,r-.~Listed below istbe~
To1{ 20. for the week,- :tif·- J)io. ·31 througtf Feb. 6. .The countdown is
tabo]ated by telephone.requests r-eceiv~d- by•KEWC 89:9 FM. 'nbe·
r~Aµ~stJine number is"359,';2850. •Li's ten for the Top 20 Thursday night at
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'Technical difficulties'
by Eric Albrecht

blend of comedy and live music,
with a live studio audience.
"We're putting more of an emLiving in the Eastern Netherphasis on blending the comedy in
lands of this great state of ours, it
with the rest of the show. "
isn't often that we get a chance to
The first show will take place
see what our brothers and sisters
on Tuesday, Feb. 18 and will
to the west get exposed to musfeature The Elements, a Seattle
ically.
band. Admission is free and the
However, EWU is the great
doors will be open at 8: 15 p.m .
cultural savior of this veritable
"This will be the first ~how in a
musical wasteland. Last week,
long line of top-notch Northwest
Club PUB hosted the Rangebands," Kelleher said. "You
Hoods, one of Seattle's best
can't beat getting to see bands of
known bar bands, allowing us
this caliber for free, and get a
folks who live in the boonies to
chance to be on television at the
see what's going on over by the
same time."
coast.
Kelleher said that other bands
Now EWU's Radio-Television
lined up include Prudence
department is coming to the
Dredge on March 4th, and John
rescue of those who feel neglectColter Band or Young Fresh
ed in the live music area. They
Fellows on March 18. "We're also
are producing a new television
hoping for the Kinetics, The
program "Technical Difficult- . Attacbments and some other top
ies," modeled somewhat after
Seattle bands for next quarter,"
last year's "Live Time."
he said. "Prudence Dredge has a
According to Tim Kelleher, . single getting heavy on KJET 1n
''Technical Difficulties'' producSeattle right now.''
er and director, the show will be a
"Technical Difficulties" studio
Features Editor
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audience will be eligible for some
giveaway prizes, including hair- ·
cuts at JAZZ Hair Design in
Cheney, and according to Kelleher, "there is usually a party
after the show.''
As well as being played on the
EWU station, "Technical Difficulties" will receive airplay on
Cox Cable's channel 16 in Spokane, beginning Feb. 24, and will
play on Group W cable in Seattle
and Portland shortly thereafter.
"We're hoping to make this the
best show ever turned out by the
EWU RTV department," Kelleher said. It is the only show of this
kind in the Northwest. "Todd
Christensen will host the first
show, after that we will be
looking for personalities around
campus who are interested in
hosting. We're looking for student
politicians, athletes, and hopefully even a professor.''
Anyone interested in hosting a
future edition of "Technical Difficulties" should contact Kelleher
or Mike Hansel at 359-2228.

Russian string bass n,rofessor
performs in 'Music Times Three'
MAGiC LANTERN

S. 123 WALL

747-1747

Magic Lantern Theater
WELCOMES
E. W. U. STUDENTS
Rates for groups of 20 or more are $2.00 each.
Students with I.D. are $3.00 (anytime)
James Dean Marathon Starts Feh. 14

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

DAYLIGIHl DONUTS.·

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

FRESH DAILY
3 A.M.-6 ~.M._Mon.-Fri. ~
3 A.M. 2 P.M. Sat.
CLOSED SUN.

~

.

326 1st, Cheney (at the stoplight) 235-2850

RESTAURANT
809 1st

235-4420

ENGi.NEER
BURGER
WITH FRIES $1.95! !
WITH FHIS COUPON
DON'T FORGET Tf.tE PAJAMA PARTY
SATURDAY., FEBRUARY 22!!

by Arlene Mitchell
Easterner Staff

Karen Noble. Accompaning the
soloists is pianist James Edmonds.
Eastern string bass professor
Vayspapir, having been princiRoma Vayspapir, a native Ruspal bassist with the Leningrad
sian living in Spokane for the past
Philharmonic, left Russia to purfive years, will perform selecsue "a broder range of artistic
tions by -Beethoven, Bach, Couexpression in the United States,"
perin, Chopin, Mozart, and more,
he said. While he misses his
on Thursday, Feb. 20, at 8 p.m. in
native land, opportunities for
the Music Building Recital Hall.
professional growth have been
Admission is $4 for the general
more readily available in the
public. EWU students, with idenUnited States. In addition to his
tification, will be admitted free.
work as principal bassist with the
Thursday's concert, part of the
Spokane Symphony, Vayspapir is
EWU "Music Times Three" fainvolved with the Spokane String
culty artist recital series, will _ Quartet.
include a solo appearance by
Recently, Vayspapir was one of
oboist David Dutton playing Duthree finalists for the position of
tilleux' "Sonate for Oboe" and a
principal bassist with the New
group of French and English art
York Philharmonic. After intersongs _performed by soprano
viewing for the position, though,

he decided that a New York
lifestyle was not for him. "I
decided to withdraw," he said,
"because I would prefer to stay in
Spokane."
Most of the repertoire being
performed on Thursday is part of
a soon-to-be released recording
featuring the Bottesini Quartet
with Vayspapir as soloist.
For the immediate future, Vayspapir says he considers the
Spokane area his home. Does he
miss Russia? "Of course I miss
my friends, my relatives--a sister, my wife's family. we can
telephone and write letters, but
visits are not possible. And I miss
my language." Does he ever
regret leaving? A gentle smile
accompanies the answer:
"Never."

Book editor
visits EWU
Michael Sagalyn, senior editor
at Simon and Schuster, Inc., will
lecture at EWU's Spokane Center, First and Wall, Friday, ,Fe6.
21, 8 p.m.
His talk will include a discussion of New York vs. regioqal
writing, the importance of small
presses, and soliciting major
commercial houses followed by a
question and answer session.
Sagalyn edits "quality" fiction
and .nonfiction, is a contributing
editor for the Paris Review, and
has worked previously in varying
capacities for Walker & Co. and
Harper & Row Publishers, Inc.
The session is part of a serie~ of
lectures entitled the Publishing
Culture presented by EWU's Creative Writing Program and is
open to the public and free of.
charge.
For further information con..
tact John Keeble, director, Crea,·
tive Writing Program, 359-6030 ·
from Cheney and 458-6200 ext.
6030 toll free from Spokane.
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I

Dean keeps game alive
I

EWU cages Wildcats in OT, 85-82
by Steve Smith
Sports Editor
The Eastern Eagles and the
Weber State Wildcats fought each
other for 38 minutes and 58
seconds .
Leroy Dean decided he hadn 't
had enough.
Dean hit a soft IO-foot jumper
with : 02 on the clock to tie the
game at 69, then teamed with
Dexter Griffen gave the Eagles a
come from behind 85-82 overtime
win over Weber State Monday
night.
Dean scored 16 points, including five in the overtime, and
Griffen added three key blocked
shots that killed WSC rallies in
the OT. John Randa led the
Eagles with 19 points and 15
rebounds , followed by David
Banks with 15, Rob Otis with 14
and Griffen with 13.
WSC's Walt Tyler lead all
scorers with 25.
Early on, the game was a battle
of streak shooting, with WSC
running off two to three baskets,
only to have the Eagles d(.I the
same. The Wildcats threatened to
blow the game open as they took
a nine-point lead, 21-12 with 9:54
to go in the first half on back-toback jumpers by Alan Campbell.
But Eastern fought back, taking their first and only lead of the
half, 26-25 with 5:47 left on a
Griffen jumper. But Weber State
quashed the lead, pushing-it ou~
to six, 37~31 at the i!'}termission~.

Back-to-back
baskets by Randa
I
tied the game up early in the
~econd half, but WSC pushed the
lead back out to four. Again ,
consecutive hoops , this time by
Otis and a basket by Randa, gave
Eastern the lead, 49-47 with 10: 58
left in the game.
It wouldn 't last long.
Weber State regained the lead
less than two minutes later and
maintained it all the way to the
2:lOmark .
The Wildcats had another
chance to end the affair when
Griffen was called for an intentional foul on WSC's Guy Beach.
Beach hit one of his two free
throws, and on the ensuing possessioh, Cf;tmpbell blew through a
wide-op~ri key to give Weber a
69-65 lead .

minutes of the period to take an
80-72 lead with 1: 01 left.
But the Cats wouldn't die,
slicing the deficit to three twice in
the final minute before Otis hammered the final nail into WSC's
coffin .

hosting Western Washington on
the 19th and Centr::ll Washington
the 25th.

"They believed in the defense
and in themselves," said Folda .
" That's what brought us back. "
" We had so many good opportunities and our effort was good, ' '
said Weber State Coach Larry
Farmer. " Their offensive rebounding broke our back. "
The Eagles owned the boards
on both ends of the flvor, outrebounding the visitor.-s 43-29, 20-8
offensively .

But a pair of free throws by
Griffen with : 34 left, and a
missed charity try by Curtis
Webster set Dean up for his last
second heroics.
Eagle Coach Joe Folda said he
hadn't' planned to intentionally
foul unless it was needed.

In other action from the past
weekend, the Eagles totally dominated the Gulls of U.S. International Saturday night, trol!:.1cing
the visitors 116-82. Otis led five
Eagles in double figures with 26
points, followed by Griffen with

"As it turned out, Willis was the
.:,nly ,Jne on the -floor we felt we
could foul," said Folda. "All the
others shoot too well from the
line."

Randa addeci 1~ points and 11
rebounds, whilt• Alphonso ,oldwire scored 12 and Natt! Perkins
had 11. Joe Yezbak , the third
leading scorer in the nation going
into the contest, scored 24 for
USIO.
.

In the o~ertime, it was Eastern
that had the chance to turn the
ga_me into a rout. They outs~oted
Weber State 11-3 in the firs(four

season. EWU next travels to
Bozeman to take on Montana
State, then finish the campaign

19.

The Eagles, now on a six-game
winning streak, are 17-7 this

Leroy Dean shoots over WSC's Harry Willis and Curtis Webster
in EWU's 85-82 win Monday night.

Time to come forward and s
1·
:

suits I against their respective
instit*tions because they've been
terminated after complaining
about,athletics. Boosters are paying off1athletes to play for their
alma mater.
I
College athletics has hit rock
bottom hard, folks.
Over the next few weeks, we
at the Easterner will be examining lthe
current state of college
I
athletics in this nation. What
we're asking from you now is
your help and imput.
Our first topic is the recent
proposal by state Rep. · -Dan
. Grimm to I1ave students pay for
•., athle~ics thr ough their tuition
fees. 0~, what we want is to know
by Steve Smith
how you ·feel about this.
Sports Editor
You'll find in this week's sports
Before we get'to the main topic
section a survey concerning the
this week, I'd like to address a
subject. We're asking you to take
letter that I found on my desk
a couple of minutes, fill it out and
when I got to the office Monday.
drop it off at either the Easterner
It was written by an obvious WSU
office, Hargreaves Hall (mail
Cougar fan who lives in Spoostop #58) or in the ballot box
kane.
located at Tawanka, PUB InforThe person has a fascinating
mation Desk or the Alleyway
vocabulary <mostly four-letterGrille.
ed) . His main complaint was that
More times than not, when
I, a lowly westsider, could possisomething effecting college stubly cut down his Eastern Washdents is occurring, very few will
ask the opinion of the students
ington and WSU.
Well, if this gentleman, who
themselves. Basically, those in
power just don't give a didlymay be one of those Cougar
good-old-boys, would like to call
squat what you think.
Well, we care. We want your
me at the Easterner, I'd love to
opinion and comments: If your
discuss his views.
willing to be quoted, put your
Or lack of them .
name on the survey. However,
•••
Now, to the matter at hand. you won't be pressured to do it.
Athletic funding is going sky
It's your choice.
Still, there are two things we
high. The NCAA crime log, from
need you to know: •
drugs to burglary to sexual as1) This is an unscientific poll
sault, grows daily. Teachers at
that will be based on the number
' the universities of Georgia and
of returned survey sheets we get.
' Nevada-Las Vegas have filed

2 Minute
Warning
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2) The deadline to submit the
survey will be 6 p.m ., ·Tuesday,
Feb. 18. Sorry it can't be longer,
but we have our deadlines, too.
Please, don't let any of that
deter you from filling it out. This
is your chance to voice your
opinion. Take it and run.
Now, for the athletes. Listen
up, guys and gals. You may never
hear or read a request like this
one again ( in fact, I may be
making history here and not
realize it) . There have been a lot
of people deeply inflicted with
Eastern Washington, Mentality
who think that everything wrong
with college athletics is because
of the athletes.
Except for some isolated cases,
this just isn't true. OK. So let's
change the myth.
Yeah, I know I'm putting my
neck on the line here, but it's
worth it. If any of you athletes
have a conscience or the guts,
yQu'll consider doing the same.
What I'm asking is for you to
step forward . Drugs, money, recruiting violations--whatever the
case may be. Ten me your story,
especially if your having a tough
time looking at yourself in the
mirror. There will be no need to
worry about confidentiality--if
.you want it that way, so be it. Just
let me know. Maybe we can help.
Shortly (or as soon as they read
this), your coaches will probably
be telling you to ignore this and
stay shut up. This is up to you.
But if you feel the need to talk,
I'm not hard to get a hold of.
They, or others, may also tell
you that I'm looking for dirt (a
sensationalist, should be working
for the National Enquirer, etc.) .
Not true. I just want the
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If coaches and administrators
can't handle it...tough.

•••

OK, that leaves instructors. As
you may know, two of your
colleagues, Dr. Jan Kemp of the
University of Georgia and Dr.
May Smith of the University of
Nevada-Las Vegas, are fighting
in the courts against their institu-

tions . They have been pressured
to grant student-athletes higher
grades. Kemp was fired over
refusing to do so.
So what am I asking for of you?
Simple. Has this sort of thing
ever happened at Eastern'?
If so, my door is open to you as
well. Come talk to me. Same deal
(Continued on page 10)
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;gQstemrs ni~n's ; tta.ck: .-~m
tiitlhM'a c1ose:second bebitld the·
\Jniversity of w,shington Satur~ay' in' their three--way· meet at
the

EWU

FieldhOU$e in Cheney,

losing to· the ; Huskies by only
seyen points.
The men's, team finished well
•head of third pla~e University of
·Montana in 't he meet, which
,fea tured an .. -~Ui~tanding high
jump duel between Greg Jones of
EWU and Rick Noji of the l.JW.
,Both Jones and Noji jumped
7-3½,- which is the qualifying
sta lldar.d for · the ·NCAA indoor
c_h atnpionships, but Jones won
the event based on fewer misses.
~With the ,bar raised• to 7-5¼,
Jones oaine close to clearing it on
.bi$:.third attempt.
' .' ~I think I just kn~ked the bar
with my calves," said Jones, a
Jtppo,:. "I got too overjoyed at
-~ Ub'qlg fo~ nationals and I
didn't concentrate at 7-5¼. Hopefully I'll do it next weekend in

«f

Mo.scow.''

· ~o: , ,, . ,tf~

fa!ua1t~ho

w~

thr~ ;,.~~~ts ·inl~ stii~ ,~ :
rugh,;$,cHoot ·tractI'ibanig1onshi.m1
last spring, showed his versatility ·
1•.

by winning 'the 55-meter dash
after his high jump duel with
Jones.
·
The Eastern women's team
finished third·behind the UW anC,
the UM in Saturday's meet, with
the powerful Husky . women's
team' dominating most of the
events. 'Eastern women's Coach
Jill Duncan said she was pleased
th~ team was able to finish within
13 points of Montana .
,
. Mark Priebe and Oliilt Janson
took Eastem's only first and
second plpce sweep when they
finished 1-2 in the triple jump.
Brian Oster won the 1500 meters -in 3:55.4, finishing a second
ahead of UM runner Ken Velasquez, an NCAA cross-country
All-American from last fall.
Chris Violette ran the 1000
meters in 2: 'r/ .6, but finished
behind Bruce Stirling of the UW,
(Cootinued on pqe 10)
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Netters face season of ·unknowns
by Steve Smith

Sports Editor

The great unknown.
These could best be the words
to describe this year!s EWU
tennis teams.
Coach Sunya Herold is playing
the waiting game to see where
her best singles and doubles
players for both the men and
women may come from .
"In essence, we're starting

from scratch ," said Herold .
" This is the first time we 've lost
an entire team from one year to
the next. "
For the women , the strength
lies in the number one and two
singles , which will be handled
this season by seniors Marcia

Eagles number on singles player
last season, finishing with a 9-15
record . She placed fourth in the
MW AC tournament.
Jones finished 17-9 last season
and will team with Isenberger to
play number one doubles this
year.
The remaining four singles
positions will feature senior Annette Cundari at number three
and juniors Karen Blakely,

Isenberger and Karen Jones ,
respectively.
Isenberger, a three-time letter
winner for Eastern, was the

Bonnie Erickson and Karen Hinman at four , five and six, respectively .
Cundari and Blakely will team
for number two doubles, with
Erickson and Hinman going at
three. These two duos will require the most work , says Herold.
The top two singles positions
for the men have yet to be
decided, but according to Herold,

Men host EWU Open Women beaten by UI
The ninth annual Eastern Washington University Men's Open tennis
tournament is scheduled to begin at I: 30 p.m., Friday in the Thorpe
Fieldhouse and will run until Mon.d ay .
Approximately 60 singles players and 32 doubles players are
expected to participate. Other universities scheduled to compete
include Washington State, Whitworth, Gonzaga and Whitman.
Defending singles champion John Gant, who was also the .champion
in 1983, is scheduled to compete. His top challenge may come from
1984 winner Bill Wagstaff, whom Gant • beat in last year's
championship ma~ch, 6-2, 7-6.

The Eastern Eagles' lady tennis team took the court for the first
time this season, only to be dropped by the Idaho Vandals, 7-2, at
Thorpe Fieldhouse.
Marcia Isenberg was involved in Eastern 's only matches won in the
contest. She beat Ul's Holly Benson in the number two singles, 6-3, 6-1,
then teamed with Karen Jones to beat Benson and Ana De La Cueva in
the number one doubles, 7-6, 6-4.
The ladies have the next week off, then face back to back matches.
They take on Central Washington on Friday, Feb. 21, then take on both
the Wildcats and Whitworth in a triangular event the· following day.
Both matches are scheduled for Thorpe Fieldhouse.

the bat.tie comes down to Jim
Robinson and Ken Syrja.
Robinson, a junior, is a transfer ·
to Eastern from Green River
Community College in Auburn
where he played for two Northwest Community College team
champions. Syrja , a senior from
Castlegar, B.C., is one three
returning lettermen off last
year's EWU squad.
The men's doubles teams remain unknown as Herold is waiting until after this weekends
Eastern Washington University
Open to pair up her teams.
"I haven't really been able to
see the men play," said Herold,
"so I really don't have anyone to
relate to."
"I guess the thing I try to aim
for is to play up to their potential," said Herold. "That's the
main thing, to have a good
mental attitude."

..
Track from -page 9·________________________
_
who ran 2: 23.5 in one of the
meet's best performances. ·
Chris Benson threw the shotput
55-3½, finishing a close ·second to

meets left, with their one remaining home meet scheduled for the
F;astern Fieldhouse March 2.

Neil Kneip of the UW.
Both the men's and women's
teams h~ve three more indoor

Warning from page 9 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - as with the students and athletes.
Confidentiality will be maintained if you wish.

to the faculty--will you be next?

Two. teachers in this nation
have put their moral positions
ahead of their jobs. My question

•••

Students, athletes and instructors. You're all in the same boat,
whether you realize it or not. The
crumbling foundation of college
athletics will affect everyone if it
collapses and falls. It doesn't
matter if you play the game-you'll still feel the earth shake
when the house comes down.
So speak out now. Don't wait
for the end of college sports.
Don't be caught inside when the
roof falls in on the collective
heads of the NCAA.
Think about it.

STAFF POSltlONS IN ACA
SUMMER CAMPS
.'" ...G.~~::t:lP QupJ~)~,, ,. : . .·
r.

·.,~=~~~=~:t~af•;, :,,··;:·.,-~ ,
., 1 •. •

Organization Camp
Flying Horseshoe Ranch
Camp

\

J

ACCREDITED

......c~-~~ . .

(Suney on Pg 11)

On-q,a_rrpus Interviews on February 18th

Sign

up in the Placement Center

The EWU Rugby Club will hold
its first meeting of the year
Thursday Feb. 13, 4 to 6 p.m., in
PECB103.

Eagles beat league
·leading Montana
The Lady Eagle basketball
squad took a pair this weekend in
the Mountain West Athletic Conference, upsetting league-leading Montana Thursday night,
58-51, thep beating Montana State
63-57 Friday evening.
Against the Grizzlies, a switch
in defense, from zone to a man-toman, paid off for EWU. Montana
shot 26 percent from the floor in
the last 20 minutes.
Montana lost two starters to
early foul trouble, but managed
to stay close, trailing Eastern by
two, 29-27 at the half.
The Grizzlies managed to tie
the contest at 33 six minutes into
the second half.
A pair of jumpers by Lisa
Danner and a Brenda Souther
bucket put Eastern ahead, 41-35.
The Eagles never trailed again,

0

..,

Jlrofessionals
Farrel I Aaron

as they twice enjoyed 10 point
leads, the last at 51-41 with 2:49
left.
Souther led the ~agles with 18
points, 12 rebounds and five
blocked shots. Danner added 12
and Christy Cochran scored 10.
Against Montana State, Gretchen Byerly scored all five of her
points during a 14-4 EWU streak
that broke open a ·49-45 ballgame.
The run gave Eastern a·63-49 lead
with 2:42 left in the contest.
The Eagles had managed to get
nine and 10-point in the early
going against the Bobcats. But
Montana State kept managing to
slice the deficit to four on several
occasions before EWU put the
game out of reach.
It was again Souther that powered the Eagles, scoring 17 points
and adding 19 rebounds and eight
blocked shots. Danner contributed 14 points and six rebounds.
At 6-3 in conference and 11-9
overall, Eastern is now in sole
possession of third in the MWAC.
The Lady Eagles travel south to
take on Portland State Saturday
night.

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER

SCHOOL

University of Arizona
offers more than 40
courses: anthropology,
art, bilingual educ.ation, ESL, folk music
and folk dance, history,
political science, sociology, Spanish language
and literature and intensive Spanish. Six-week
session. June 30-August 8, 1986. Fully accrediJed program. Tuition $480. AoE>m · and
board in Mexican
home $520.

359~1840
··.walk Ins
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Eagle Scoreboard

EWU 116, US INTL. 82
US INTL. (82)
Redding 5, Bradford 14, Cross 21, Milutinovich 3, Yezbak 24, Masek 5, Chambers 3,
Fulmer 2.
FG 30-83 (36.1%), FT22-34164.7%) .
EWU (116)
Goldwire 12, Gaulding 4, Hudgens 6, Griffen
19, Dean ti, Bar,ks 6, Otis 26, Thompson 8,
Patterson 2, Perkins 11, Randa 13, Martin .
FG 45-72 (62.5%), FT26-40 (65.0%) .
Rebounds: EWU 53 <Randa 11), USI 47 .
Assists: EWU 32 (Goldwire 6, Grirren 6).
The Easterner
COLLEGE BASKETBALL TOP 25
(rank last week)
I. North Carolina< 1).
2. Duke (2) .
3. Michigan (4).
4. Kansas (5) .
5. Georgia Tech (3) .
6. Georgetown (9).
7. Kentucky (11).
8. Nevada-Las Vegas (12).
9. St. Johns C 13) .
10. Notre Dame (10) .
11. Oklahoma (6).
12. Syracuse (8).
13. Navy (16) ..
14. Memphis St. m.
15. Bradley (17) .
16. Indiana (18) .
17. Virginia Tech (14).
18. LSU (20).
19. Ala.-Birminham (22).
20. Texas-El Paso (23) .
21. Louisville (15) .
22. Illinois (19) .
23. No. Carolina St.(-) .
24. W. Kentucky(·).
25. Washington (25), tie-Dayton<·>.

STATISTICS
(Overall Record: UH Home: 12·1
Away: 3-6 Neutral: 1-0)
Player
FG FT PTS AVG
BROWN
.492 .708 379 17.2
OTIS
.480 .694 307 13.3
RANDA
.494 .600 201
8.7
DEAN
.473 .758 171
7.4
THOMPSO!"
.538 .744 129
6.1
GRIFFEN
.425 .619 128
5.6
BANKS
.548 .724 122 5.5
GOLDWIRE
.404 .833
53
2.9
PATTERSON
.385 .571
54
2.6
PERKINS
.750 .692
21
2.1
GAULDING
.500 .625
21
1.8
HUDGENS
.318 .824
28
1.6
WIESE
.000
0
0.0
MARTIN
.000
0
0.0

cnf.
8-3
7-3
6-4
6-5
6-5

5-6
5-5
4-7
3-7
3-8

use
Oregon
BIG SKY
Montana
Northern Arizona
Idaho State
Nevada-Reno
Boise State
Montana State
Weber State
Idaho

cnf.
7-2
6-3
5-4
4.5
4-5
4.5
4-6

INDEPENDENTS
Notre Dame
Chicago State
Eastern Washington
OePaul
New Orleans
Dayton
Pan American
Marquette
Southwestern Louisiana

W•L

2-7

I

ovr.
14-9
16-7
11-8
12· 11
14-7
12·12
9-10
10-11
9-11
8-13
ovr.
17•6
16-6
12-10
10-12
9-12
8-13
14-8
8-14

16-4
17-6
17-7
13-7
13-7
14-8
12-7
13-8
13-8

Pct.
.800
.739
.708
.650
.650
.636
.632
.619
.619

Women's Team Scores:
UW 63, UM 37, EWU 24
4x800 Relay: 2. EWU 10:08.0.
Shot put: 3. Diana Bedell <E> 38-41/4.
55 Hurdles: 3. Kelly Gregory (El 9.47 ..
1500 meters: 2. Marla Barney CE) 5: 17.8.
Long Jump: 2. Dawnell Howard (E) 17-21/¼.
3. Kelly Gregory (El 17-1 i/4.
3000 meters: 2. Megan MacDermott <F;>
11.27.8.

(.

\

Open:
.
,.,

The EWU baseball team is
planning a 100-inning softball
marathon on Sunday, Feb. 23
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Coach Jim
Wasem want~ as many student
softball teams as possible to play

EWU (63)
Gaubinger 4, Johal 8, Kar~es 2, Byerly 5,
Cochran 6, Danner 14, _Taylor 5, Souther 19.
FG 27-65 ( 41.5%), FT 9-18 (50.0%) .
Rebounds: EWU 41 <Souther 17), MSU 41.
Assists : EWU 18 (Johal 6), MSU 17.

Player
SOUTHER
COCHRAN
DANNER
JOHAL
GAUBINGER
TAYLOR
STEWART
BYERLY
DICKSON
EDWARDS
KARNES
BANNISTER
KNISELEY
WOLKEY

STATISTICS
FG
FT
.59? .682
.487 .670
.474 .673
.321 .712
.364 .535
.394 .571
.318 .607
.396 .647
.409 .500

.333

.500
.261
.250
.250
.000

.800
.000

.500
cnf.

MWAC
Montana
Idaho
Eastern Washington
Boise State
Montana State
Portland State
Weber State
Idaho State

8-1
7•2
6-3
5-4
4-5

3-6
2-7
1-8

PTS AVG
274 21 .1
289 14.5
217 10.9
139
7.0
117
5.9
4.9
98
4.5
85
49
3.1
1.8
20
1.0
10
1.1
20
2
0 .5
2
0.4
0 .3
1

ovr.
19-3
18-3

11-9
13-8
10-10
7-12
3-13
4.17

IDAHO7,EWU2
Singles
1. Ana De Lacueva ( I) d. Karen Jones,
6-36-1.
2. Holly Benson (E) d. Marcia Isenberger,
6-36-1.
3. Jane Str·a thman (I) d. Annette Cundarl,
6-16-3.
Doubles
I. Isenberger/Jones (El d . De LaCueva/H.
Benson, 7-66-3.
2. Cundari/Blakeley (I) d. Strathman/C.
Benson, 6-16-2.

in consecutive seven inning
games. The entry fee is $1 per
team per man.
For more information, contact'
Wasem at 359-2312 or 235-5193 .

.15 ,/

r:tland JSt.

ono.c
For Quality
and Price

Students vs. Varsity Team
Prizes and trophies awarded

MORE INFO, CONTACT THE ATHLETIC DEPT.
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EASTERNER
SURVEY
Please fill out and place in the box at Tawanka, PU.B Information
Desk or the Alleyway Grille or send to The Easterner, Haregreaves
Hall (mailstopN58) .
(circle one response)
WOULD YOU FAVOR A $25 INCREASE IN TUITION TO FUND
ATHLETICS?
YES
NO
DON'T KNOW
CONSIDERING YOUR POSITION ON THE SUBJECT, WOULD
YOU VOTE FOR THE LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVES IN
YOUR AREA IF THEY VOTED FOR/ AGAINST THE GklMM
PROPOSAL?
YES
NO
DON'T KNOW
$500,000 THAT IS BEING SPENT ON ATHLETICS WOULD GO
B~C~. TO THE UNIVERSITY FOR OTHER PROGRAMS ... WOULD
YOU FAVOR 1THE INCREASE UNDER THESEfCONf>ITfONS?
--LOWERING SUMMER SCHOOL TUITION
YES
NO
DON'T KNOW
--HIRING OF 5 TO 8 NEW INSTRUCTORS
YES
NO
DON'T KNOW
--IMPROVEMENT TO CULTURE PROGRAMS
YES
NO
DON'T KNOW
--IMPROVEMENT OF OTHER PROGRAMS
YES
NO
DON'T KNOW
PLEASE SPECIFY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
COMMENTS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

IF YOU WISH TO HA VE YOUR COMMENTS QUOTED, PLEASE
WRITE YOUR NAME HERE .
,
THIS IS NOT REQUIRED TO PARTICIPATE IN THE POLLING.
THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING
EASTERNER SPORTS ·

VICTORIA COUGARS
vs.
SPOKANE CHIEFS

Ia

Spokane Coliseum - 7:30 p.m.
February 15

Feb. 23rd - 8:00 a.m.
(behind the library)
10 per team
$10 entry per team

.z

Hockey Excitement
I Valentine Special . I

COACH WA.SEM AND THE
ATHLET~C DEPARTMENT present:

MARATHON SOFlBALL
GAME!
200 innings

~

:,·

•••

Idaho's Netra McGrew, Montana State's Kathleen McLaughlin and Portland State's Stacy
Liebl have been named as TriAthletes of the Week in the
Mountain West Athletic Conference.

NIIIIDIIHHlfflllalll■NIIIIDIIIINNl■D■■IIIIIIID-■ll■IIDll-11
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'' _ itt' EWlf 0pen

Briefs-----------------Dan Jarms, a 6-foot-8 all-league football and basketball play/ er from Cheney High School, has
announced that he will sign a
...._ national letter of intent to play
baslc'etball next year at Eastern

•.

~

EWU 63, MONTANA St. 57
MONTANA ST. (57)
Hill 10, Angelos 4, Bosley 2, Rustan 6,
McLaughlin 23, McGary 12.
FG 25-64 (39.1%), FT7-ll (63.6%).

TENNIS

3000 meters: 2. Stan Holman (El B:43.9.
Triple Jump: 1. Mark Priebe (El 46-5.
4x400 Relay: 3. EWU 3: 36.6.

)

(5·

EW J58, MONTANA 51
Montana ( 51)
Williams 4, Leibenguth 12, Streeter 3, McLeod
14, Brandell 6, Siliker 12, Ridgeway, Moede,
Strube.
FG ,\6-48 (33.4%), 19-27 (70.4%) .
EWU (58)
Gaubinger 3, Johal 9, Karenes 4, Cochran 10,
Danner 12, Taylor 2, Souther 19, Stewart,·
Byerly.
FG 21·51 (41 .2%), FT-16-25 (64.0%) .
Rebounds: EWU 35 (Souther 12(, UM 32.
Assists: EWU 13, UM 10.

- INDOOR TRACK
EWU vs. WASHINGTON/MONTANA
Men's Team Score:
UW 61, EWU 54, MONTANA 37
35-pound weight: 3. Lex Strom (El 54.
Pole Vault: 3. Pete Smith (El 15-0.
High jump: l. Greg Jones (El 7-31/2.
Shot Put: 2. Chris Benson (El s:;-3 1/2.
4x800 Relay,: 1. EWU 7: 42.5.
55 Hurdles: 3. John Mires <El 8.04.
1500 meters: 1. Brian Oster (El 3:55.4.
3. Steve Landro (El 3:58.0.
500 meters: 3. Brian Kennedy (El 1:05.0.
1000 meters: 2. Chris Violette (El 2:27.6.
3. Bob Pliler (E) 2:28.5.

·'

S,:;-

PAC-10
Washinglon
Arizona
UCLA
Slanlord
Calllorn1a
Washington State
Oregon State
Arizona State

•

,'.,8 '.

WOME \I'S BASKETBALL

MEN'S BASKETBALL
EWU 85, WEBER ST. 82 (OTf
WEBER ST. (82)
Beach 3, Maxwell 5, Tyler 25, McDaniel 4,
Willis 13, Baum 2, Webster 12, Campbell 18,
Thomas.
FG 3Hi6 (51.5%), FT 14-16 (87.5%) .
EWU (85)
Goldwire 2, Grlrren 13, Dean 16, Banks 15, Olis
14, Thompson 6, Randa 19, Patterson.'
FG 2!Mi2 (47.5%), FT26-36 (75%) .
Rebounds: EWU 43 (Randa 15), WSC 29.
Assists: EWU 16 (Dean 5), WSC 17.

.,.,>

0

Ladies admitted for·112 price
• Many ladies will receive a fresh flower from Riverside
Florist
• Win a date with your favorite Spokane Chief (If you're
16-25 years old, register at the game.) Includes dinner
for two at Cavanaugh's River: Inn!!
e

liicket ln;f orniation 328-0450

235 4400

..

.

...
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Draft 6 from page J - - - for the university as well as a
plan recommending the direction
of the university to achieve these
missions and goals.
Questions were raised at Monday 's academic senate meeting
about the me.c hanics of Draft Six,
specifically, the ability of the
three groups to gather enough
input from the va rious constituencies to insure a balanced planning process.
"We spent probably the first
three or four meetings dealing

Commute from page 5_ _ ___;__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

A spokesman for URM, a distri-

butor to food stores in Spokane
commented that, in general, he
felt that Cheney and Spokane are
fairly competitive in pricing.
Utility costs are· also very
similar, with the main difference
being the Cheney Lighl Department charges a $6.50 service
charge per month while Washington Water Power in Spokane bills
only on usuage. Sewage and
garbage bills are generally paid
by landlords in both cities.
So, since all the costs are so
similar, you're probably still
wondering where it would be to

El Salvador movie showing
The movie will pe shown again
at 7 p.m. at Gonzaga University's
Hughes Auditorium along with
"The War at Home ," a documentary which traces the growing
resistance to the Vietnam War .
The films are co-sponsored by
the EWU Peace Committee ,
A'SEWU, the Gonzaga Campus
Ministry and the Spokane Justice
for Central America Committee.

" El Salvador : Another Vietnam ," a documentary nominated for an Academy Award , will
be shown today irt the PUB
Mutipurpose Room at 1 p.m.

STUDENTS: Receive 10% discount
on our full line of. School & Art
Supplies at Book & Brush. ·Located downtown Cheney (across
from Goofy's). We also carry the
largest selection of Magazines
& Paperbacks in town , along with
Greeting Cards , p9sters , gifts,
and a full line of Craft Supplies.
Special orders are always welcome. We are also a full service
Greyhound and Western Union
Agency . Next time you phone
home for money, tell them to
send it Western Union , for 15
minute money transfer from anywhere in the U.S. If you like oldfashioned personal service, come
in and see us at Book & Brush ,
404 1st Street . Open 8 a.m . to 6
p.m . Mon. through Sat.

your best advantage to liye.
Trulove sees many personal
advantages for Eastern students
who decide to remain in Cheney.
He says he sees Cheney as a
small, quiet town set up for
students--a city with little crime
and that is a really nice place to
live.
Trulove also commented that
living so close to Eastern is nice

totalled $13.46 while the same list
in Spokane cost $12.89--a diff erence of 57 cents.
Managers of both stores said
that they are not allowed to
discuss pricing policies . Nobody
could say why a quart of 2% milk
cost 64 cents in Spokane and 63
cents in Cheney or why mayonnaise cost $1 .69 in Spokane and
$1.89 in Cheney.

with mechanics. We determined
it was our job to put together a
skeleton plan,'' not to specific,:dly
dictate how the planning process
should be done, said Ormsby.
The preplanning committee put
together a general guideline
for the planning process, the
steering committee is to be the
managing body of the entire
effort and that group will have a
lot of flexibilty to operate within
the guidelines, Ormsby explained .

WE CATER TO COWARDS ...·
Kenneth M. ·Collins 0.D.S., P.S.
1841 First Street

Cheney, WA 99004
FAMILY DENTISTRY
Monday-Thursday, 7-4 or call
24 Hrs: 235-8451 or 624-1447

for students who want. to use
facilities such as the Phase and
the library at a moment's notice.
Lar:!lphere recommends staying in Cheney especially if it's not
necesary to work in Spokane. He
feels that having to work more
than 20 hours or so a week
detracts from studies and that
Cheney has much more to offer
the serious student than Spokane.

Planners from page 1 - - - were homeowners who rent to
large groups of students. Gene
Edwards, who rents his home to
five students , stated, "It comes
down to the fact that they're
punishing the students at Eastern. I could turn around and rent
my house to a family of eight and
they can tear it up worse than
students."
Edwards also said the proposal
may force students to seek less
expensive rentals in Spokane.
" College kids are part of this
town's revenue ," he said.
''They 'll move into Spokane and
take the revenue witp th.em."
The proposal accepted by the
council does allow landlords to
seek a special permit to rent to up
to five people if the landlord can
·meet certain conditions. These
permits, however do not appl~ to
houses located in R-1 (singlef~mily) zones .
Spec ified conditions for the
permit include maintaining the
yard, limiting outside storage
and providing adequate parking

facilities. The number of parking
spaces required per residence
will be dec ided at a future planning meeting.
Landlords failing to comply
with the conditions face having
their permit re\'oked for a period
of 18 months and a possible fine.
If the proposal is passed by the
city council next month , the new
ordinance will go into effect in
six months . Those people currently living with more than
three people may continue to do
so until their current lease expires.
Pat Reagan, a proponent of the
new ordinance, was J?leased with
the comm.ssion's decision to accept the proposal.
" I think it's appropriate. I
regret that students are going to
have to suffer for this, but I hope
with the grandfather clause
they'll have time to find somewhere else to live. I believe the
planning commission has assumed proper responsibility for R-1
neighborhoods."
14►

DEAR PAUL, wouldn 't you rather
be safe than sorry? Let 's be responsible. Patty. PLANNED PARENTHOOD, 326-2142.
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-PING PONG TOURNAMENiT

98/ZIC S31::J/dX3

EV.ERV. WEDNESDAY AT 8:00 P.M.

Wi.-. . . . .

-ALS025¢ Brews
$1.25 Pitcher~

Couples-No Cover Friday
Ladies-No Cover Saturday
COME SEE "SIDEKICK"
& KICK U.,_ YOUR fifE.ELS!!

. . ..

4141st

HAPPY HOUR
Daily 4 to 6

I

***********'
Thursday **~

11

$2.50 pitchers · $1 pints

*****~******"
Friday

11

2 8-oz. Sirloin

Steak Dinners

;

Reservations
t.lVE MUSIC 9 to 1
--

-

-

I Feb. 19tti, 2 to 6
11

1:

II

911

=::,e◄1e-=: ;:·:Ml4ut1e-=o=d=n:>t~t1e;'=a=/~ 1:,.=n=/:=◄c•►c·==►••====-c11J

Meet Jim Reill¥
Brewer of
Smith & Reilly
$1 pints of ~&R
Kegs to f1C 235-8294

First Prize
3 Domino's Pizzas

:
I

Gift certificates from
Owl Pha~macy
The Athletes Edge
Gary's 76 Station
Chevron·
Aquila Yearbook
. PLUS...

$1.00 off for: ·
,.

lVZZld Ol:IV·~~~~~::> .:10 031::11~

••••••••••••••- ------------~-----------I

Second Prize

$8.95

II

-~

Feb.
21,22,
8 p.m.Feb.
8.p.m.

Aquila Yea_rbook
I
24Hr. Use of VCR & 3 I
Movies - Movie Machinel
... PLUS
I

-

II

vZZ),;ldSO!!Ve

I N·.B·I G.I

~!=~:!al 90-ltem

24-Hr. Scavenger Munt

'

Tacos 5/$1
LIVE MUSIC
9 to 1
NO COVER I!

11

~
i1e-

·s2 pitchers 75e pints

11

_
(£~#) ViZld "9~ .:L:10 O~t"~$

Live Band Fri.14 & Sat.15

SflOWIE'S

I

....

Valentine Special

'•

11

·--"" -:. - •

from 8:00 to 9:00

~

II

!

j.

HARD-TO- FIND TITLES .
E. 12211 BROADWAY AT PINES
Open M-Sat. 11-6
924-5419

-

•

'i

Third Prize
Gift certificates from
The Fashion Parlour
.Daylight Donuts
The Enet:lanted Forest
·Natural Foods
. PLUS...

II
11
11

Ii
II

~

I

II
I
I
I
I

I

I

I.

1
1
1
I
I

• • • REGISfR~TION FORM • • •

•All teams must be composed of four official I11embers.
•A registration fee of $10 per team is required to cover costs.
•Return this form plus the $10 registration fee to Room 105 in
the RT'V Building before 5 p.m., February 17th. Registration
is· required.
•••KEWC-FM and Eastern Washington University are not responsible for any action individuals may take in obtaining or
retai~ing items for the Scavenger Hunt.

All Participants Are Responsible For. Theili Own Actions
Team Captain - - - - - - - " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Acidress & Phone_ _ _ _ _....;;.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-=--------'-------

OTHER 0F.FICIAL MEMBERS
(1,)

(2)
(3)

.

.

KEWC-FM DJs & Staff Are Not Eligible To Participate In The Hunt

I•

